Well-maintained, Used Blueberry Equipment
Tractors & equipment have been kept inside and never used in forestry.

’09 Bragg Harvester with Bin Loader  $37,500 (with tractor $70,500)

(winter servicing complete: bearings replaced and new brushes – ready to go!)
Set-up as 12 bar harvester for greatest efficiency, but parts for 16-bar harvester provided.
6 spare bars included ... small box conveyor and cage available
... mounted on ’09 Kubota M9540 with 8 weights & loader frame $70,500
(2895 hours). 84 HP on PTO, 95 HP on motor. 12 forward gears, 12 back. Factory cab.
Two sets of remotes. Maintenance records available.

’07 Bragg Harvester with Bin Loader  $36,000

Set-up as 12 bar harvester for greatest efficiency, but parts for 16-bar harvester provided. 6 spare bars included.
(winter servicing complete: bearings replaced and new brushes – ready to go!)

’12 VICON PS403 Fertilizer Spreader $3,000
Capacity of 400L per spec sheet.

Kubota Forks & Bin Clamp $3,000

Please contact Allan C. Bonnyman at 902-899-6446 or 902-657-2010
allanbonnyman@yahoo.ca  FOB: Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia